School Days Then and Now

Based on the book *My Great-Aunt Arizona*, By Gloria Houston

We have read the book *My Great-Aunt Arizona* and discussed how schools in colonial times are different than our schools today. Think of the ways schools then and now are different.

**CHALLENGE**

Design and make a pop-up card that shows the schoolroom setting of Great-Aunt Arizona and her students from the story.

**CRITERIA**

Your card

- must have a pop-up of the main character from the story.
- must illustrate the setting in a colonial schoolroom.
- must have one lever operated moving part.
- must have a perimeter of between 40 and 60 inches when folded.

**MATERIALS**

- construction paper
- scrap paper box
- glue
- tag board /card stock

**TOOLS:**

- scissors
- hole punch
- markers
- ruler
- pencil